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~. Linguistic phenomena
1o:~ :Expression of Scope 3cope beaxing elements ea~l be divided into two classes: 1) NEG, containing both the adverbs niet(Dutch)/ not(English)~ noCSpanish)and quazltifiers with morphologically incorporated negation, such as nicts(D.)/ ~o,hi,g(n.)/nada(S.).
2) NPs and adverbials containing a quantifier (from now on Q-elements)', like reel kinderen(D.)/ many chil-

drea(E.)/ touches nir~os($.), een vis(D.)/ a fish(E.)/
.n pe~(s.), ,a~k(D.)/ o/ten(nO~ m,,chas ~ee~,(S.), in ~o,,,~i~e ge,omnCD.)/ in ,omc ca,es(S.)/ ~n olg~o, casos(S.), etc.
The question I am concerned with is how the scope order of Q-elements and NEG can be determined. In a Montague GraJnmar of the PTQ type, (1) Every man loves two women.
~This paper condenses part of the content of the author's ~,heai~, /Van Munster 1985 o Intonation, which is not visible in a written teXto Therefore sentences are considered raider neutral stress and intonation.
Context. Currently Qnly isolated sentences ~ce taken into consideration. Essential for translation is that, even if we assume that (1) is ambiguous between two scope readings, the se~l-tence in the target language will have this same amble guity as long as the Q-elements have the same surface order as in the source language. ~n'thermore, both sentences will have the same 'most plausible reading'° ][.2
SVO versus SOV
Rosetta translates between two types of languages, namely the SOV-type (Dutch) and the SVOotype (Spanish and English).
This SOV-versm~ SVOo character has important consequences for the expres° sion of scope. I claim that in both types of languages the position of NEG is as close to the left-hand side of the verb as possible: it only precedes possible Q~ elements that are wlthin the scope of NEG/Van Muno ster 1985/.
Consider the following scheme:
In an SOV-language the verb (in basic position) is in sentence-final position, while in an SVOdangaage the verb is in second position. Consequently, in a~a SVO.. language only two elements (one in subject po~ition and one in 'zhift-position~, i.e. the position to the left of the subject) s can precede NEG; the objects are to the right of NEG in basic position° ~L an SOV-language like Dutch, however, the objects axe to the left of NEG in basic position. In principle there is no restriction to the number of elements that can appear to the left of NEG.
In genera[ it can be said that, especially if the sentence contains a NEG, an SOV-language is more 'suited' to express scope through word order than is an SVOlanguage. This basic difference between Dutch and Spanish/English can cause problems when translating from one type of language into the other. Consider e.g. (2), where (2)a cannot be translated into (2)b since the relative order of NEG and the Q-NP is not the same:
De kinderen aten reel snoepjes niet op. 'The-children-at e-many-sweeten.not ' b The children didn*t eat many sweets.
~u the :English sentence the object has to be topicaUzed in urde~ *o get the correct scope relations:
(2) c lvfany sweets the children didn't eat.
)L2i Subdivision of Quantifiers
l: argue that the following subdivision of NPa can be made: IA) Qo)~Ps oenuttive to scope, i.e. the surface order of Q-NPs mid NEG is crucial for the interpretation. most N, alguien ('someone'), something, etc.) Since these NPs do contain a quantifier, however, there is a strong preference for a surface order which reflects the scope. Therefore, (4)b is a much more natural word order than (4)a, although both sentences have in fact the same meaning. (NB. For some speakers (4)a is even out).
(4) a )Niemand gelooft sommige opmerkingen.
~Nobody-believes-some-remaxks ' b 3ommige opmerkingen gelooft niemand.
~Some-remarks-believes-nobody'
2) deflxdte iqPs (e.g. Jan ('John'), her boek ('the book*), the maay linguias, etc.). Surface order is irrelevant for scope-interpretation. If in (4)a and (4)b 2Another term would be *topicaliv.ation-posltion'. However, thin term can cause confusion since in Rosetta a dis~inction is made between 'scope-shift' (treated in this paper; the sentence still ha~ a neutral intonation), and 'topicalization ~ (th0~ sentence has a non-neutral intonation; not the surface order but the original position of the topiealized Q-elemettt reflects the scope.} Both types of shift go to aM#-po~'tfo~ Scopeoshift is a transformation, Topicalization rule. (For these terms ave section 2.1). 
,ommige is rephced by the de.re d~, (~) ~nd (b)
'Somebody-has-not-travelled' (VP~negation) d Veel menses hebben geen boek gelezen.
'Many-people--have-no-bo ok-r cad' (TVP-negation) e Jan heeft veel mensen lets niet verteld. ~ 'John-has-many-people-something-not-t old' (V-negation)
It is assumed that the constituents to the right of 1NEG, including the verb, are within the scope of NEG. In (a) NEG follows the subject, but since Jan is definite, Snegation is equivalent to VP-negation: as a general rule the position of NEG is after a definite (unless the sentence is eontrastive). Both (a) and (b), however, cart be paraphrased by 'it is not the case that ...' which is a proof of S-negatlon /Jackendoff 1972/. In (c) NEG has scope over the VP containing an intransitive verb, in (d) over the VP containing a transitive verb plus direct object and in (e) merely over the transitive verb. In logical terms, however, these sentences merely diIfer in the relative scope order of NEG and Qoelement~t (i.e. of scope operators). Ill a semantic, Montagueo like theory a verb (unless it is a modal) is not a scope 
'IYanslatlng Scope
Now, there may be various reasons why the right-left substitution order causes problems, both within one language and in translating from one language to another, in the subsections 1 and 2 the problems will be sketched, in 3 a general strategy for a solution in Rosetta will be given.
Switch of arguments
Problems within one language arise if the arguments have be~n switched with respect to the order of the verbpatteru (i.e. the argument structure of the verb), in order to express the correct scope relations in the sentence. Consider e.g. (9):
(9) Veel boeken leest iedereen. 'Mmly-bo oks-reads-everyb ody'
Recall that in analysis the Q-arguments are substituted from left to right (cf. section 2.2), i.e. reel boeken (= x2) before iedereen (= xl). Now, the output of the generative rules is as follows: Rst~trt: xl x2 lezen Rsubst,xl: (blocked) Rsubst,:rl has to apply first but is blocked since there is a free VAR (x2) to the right.
This type of switch also occurs in translating from one languagv into the other, namely if the verb in the TL has a different order of arguments than the verb in the SL. Consider e.g. the following verbpatterns: Sp~aish: xl dar x2 x3 Dutch: xl x3 x2 geven Again a~suming that surface-order reflects scope order, (10)a aud (10)b are not a correct translation of each other:
(10) a Jan geeft iedereen een boek. ' John-gives-everybody-a( ='some')-book' b Juan da un libro a todo el mundo.
' John-glves-a('cer t aln')-book-to-everybody'
The order of Q-NPs in the Spanish sentence has to be awitr~_mmchaw~ SNEG is introduced syncategorematically, although it could have been a basic expression as well.
SOV/SVO problems
If a sentence containing a NEG-element has to be translated from an SOV-language (like Dutch) into an SVO-language (like English/Spanish) problems may arise. Recall that the position of NEG is closely related to the position of the verb (cf. scheme in section 2).
In principle no problems arise if NEG does not follow a Q-object in Dutch. (ll)a and (12)a can simply be translated into (ll)b and (f2)b respectively:
(11) a Niet iedereen komt. b Not everybody comes.
(12) a Veel mensen krijgen geen kado.
b Many people don't get a present.
However, as I explained in section 1.2, in Dutch (an SOV-language), NEG may occur to the right of a nontopicalized Q-object, as in (13) 
Since x2 is to the right of the verb (and thus of the NEG-position), Rneg is blocked. Note that this blocking is justified: without blocking the result of applying the English rules would be (14), which is not a correct translation of (13): (14) We didn't ask many questions.
In other words, the wrong output is blocked but how can a correct translation be obtained? 
(ii) many (IS xl not V Rsu,xl:
(ii) many qs we not -V (Final result: -Mazly questions we did not ask) o This is the theoretical approach. In order to avoid many wrong paths in the derivation process, the implementation iB slightly different: it is possible to extract information about the substituent from the derivation tree and assign the correct Q-value to the VAR, before the generative rules apply.
1°The shift-transformations also shift WH-elements andI relatives.
4/46;
For Dutch, being an SOVqanguage, this type of shift is not necessary for scope, since all Q-NPs can precede NEG without shift (see section 1.2). However, this type of shift should be done anyway in order to generate both (15)a and (15) Veel boeken heeft Jan gelezen. 'Many-books-has-John-read'
2.2.4
Loosening conditions
As I explained earlier (sect.ion i.3), in the SOVlanguage Dutch it is easier to express scope through word order than in English and Spanish, especially if the sentence contains a negation. In this section I will explain how the conditions (a) and (b), stated in seco tion 2.1 can be loosened in order to be able to translate a Dutch sentence with more than two VARs to the left of NEG into Spanlsh/Euglish. In general it can be stated that Rneg and Rsubst can apply freely even if there is a free VA.R. to the right, if this VAR is [-S]. Now there are two possibilities: -The VAI~ is definite. The rules apply without restrictions, x2 -The VAR is a [-S I Q-VAR. In this case the surface order which rejects scope order is pre/erred (of. (4)). Now, this preference will be handled in Rosetta by
